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APPENDIX B

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

|

!
NRC Inspection Report: 50-445/89-72 Permits: CPPR-126 I

50-446/89-72 CPPR-127 ,

Dockets: 50-445 Construction Permit
50-446 Expiration Dates i

'Unit 1: August 1, 1991
Unit 2: August 1, 1992

Applicant: TU Electric f
Skyway Tower
400 North Olive Street i

Lock Box 81
Dallas, Texas 75201

Facility Names Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES),
Units 1 and 2 -

{

Inspection At: Comanche Peak Site, Glen Rose, Texas ;

Inspection Conducted: September 6 through October 3, 1989 !

, ,

{ b

5A /#/4[8IInspector:
! S. D. Bitter, Resident Inspector, D' ate'

Operationsi

|
P

b'.' Johnson,SeniorResidentInspector,/*f/* A
0 f'A N' O' IOUh'##( Inspector:

W. D Date *

Operations

!

Reviewed by: /0[ Ehs

! S. Wiebe, Senidr Project Inspector Date

8910200188 801013
PDR ADOCK 05000445
O PDC

|
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Inspection Summary
,

i

Inspect:.on conducted: September 6 through October 3. 1989 (Report |
50-445/09-72: 50-446/89-72)

_

Areas Inspected: A routine unannounced resident safety inspection
was conducted in the areas discussed below. This inspection involved

1
a follow-up on the applicant's actions taken on previous inspection
findings; a follow-up on the applicant's actions taken on previously
identified violations and deviations; an in-office review of event ;

reports (10 CFR Part 50.55[e]); an onsite follow-up on event reports '

(10 CFR Part 50.55[e)); an evaluation of the applicant's
;

self-assessment capability; a review of the overall Startup Test |
Program; a review of the applicant's actions taken on TMI action f

items (Safety Issue Management System Itoms I.C.7, closeds II.D.3.1,
closed; II.F.1.3, closed; II.F.2.1.A, closed; II.F.2.3, closed); a
review of the initial fuel load procedure; a follow-up on an
allegation; a review and follow-up on the Safety Evaluation Report i

(SER); and plant tours.
,

,

RESULTS: Within the areas inspected, no significant strengths or t
'

weaknesses were noted. One minor weakness was identified in the area
of temporary modifications, and a minor strength was noted in the
applicant's use of the Station Operations Review Committee and the

| Operations Review Committee.

During the inspection, two violations were identified. One, whicht

was not cited, involved a f ailure to follow procedure (para-
graph 2.a). The other involved improper temporary modification'

control (paragraph 12). No open or unresolved items were identified.

1
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted .

!

*J. L. Barker, Manager, ISEG, TU Electric |
*D. P. Barry, Senior, Manager, Engineering, SWEC j

*0. Bhatty, Issue Interface Coordinator, TU Electric ;

*M. R. Blevins, Manager of Nuclear Operations Support, ;

TU Electric i

*R. C. Byrd, Man 1ger, Quality Control (QC), TU Electric ;

*W. J. Cahill, Executive Vice President, Nuclear, TU Electric ,

'*H. M. Carmichael, Senior Quality Assurance (QA) Program Manager,
CECO

*J. T. Conly, APE-Licensing, Stone and Webster Engineering
,

Corporation (SWEC) -

*W. G. Counsil, Vice Chairman, Nuclear, TU Electric
*B. S. Dacko, Licensing Engineer, TU Electric
*R. J. Daly, Manager, Startup, TU Electric t

*G. G. Davis, Nuclear Operations Inspection Report Item
Coordinator, TU Electric !

*S. L. Ellis, Performance and Testing, TU Electric ,

*J. C. Finneran, Jr., Manager, Civil Engineering, |
'TU Electric ,

*J. L. French, Independent Advisory Group t

*W. G. Guldemond, Manager of Site Licensing, TU Zlectric
*T. L. Heatherly, Licensing Compliance Engineer,

TV Electric i

*J. C. Hicks, Licensing Compliance Manager, TU Electric 1
'

*A. Husain, Director, Reactor Engineering, TU Electric ,

*J. J. Kelley, Plant Manager, TU Electric r

*J. E. Krechting, Director of Technical Interface,
TU Electric ,

'

*0. W. Lowe, Director of Engineering, TU Electric
*D. M. McAfee, Manager, QA, TU Electric

I*S. G. McBee, NRC Interface, TU Electric
*J. W. Muffett, Manager of Project Engineering, TU Electric i
*E. F. Ottney, Program Manager, CASE
*S. S. Palmer, Project Manager, TU Electric .

*P. Raysircar, Deputy Director / Senior Engineer Manager,
CECO

*M. J. Riggs, Plant Evaluation Manager, Operations, !
!TU Electric

*J. C. Smith, Plant Operations Staf f, TU Electric
,

*R. L. Spence, TU/QA Senior Advisor, TU Electric
*P. B. Stevens, Manager of Operations Support, TU Electric
*J. F. Streeter, Director, QA, TV Electric
*C. L. Terry, Unit 1 Project Manager, TU Electric ,

*0. L. Thero, QTC Consultant to CASE
*R. G. Withrow, EA Manager, TU Electric

The NRC inspector also interviewed other applicant employees
during this inspection period.
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* Denotes personnel present at the october 3, 1989, exit
interview.

2. Applicant Action on Previous Inspection Findines (92701)
|

a. (Closed) Unresolved Item (445/8955-U-02): "QA Hold Point |
Missed During Preoperational Testing." This unresolved [
item arose during the NRC's witnessing of portions of

1

Preoperational Test ICP-PT-57-ll, " Integrated safeguards '

Actuation Test." During the performance of the test, the ,

shift supervisor ordered that the testing be stopped and i
the plant be restored to the normal, nontest lineup. The !
shift supervisor made this decision because he did not want t

the diesel generator to remain in a test condition for an |
excessive length of time. Therefore, the shift test ;

engineer (STE) stopped testing and restored the plant by |
performir.g the applicable steps in the test precedure.

During the restoration, the resident inspector noticed that |
the steps used to restore the plant were covered by a QA i

hold point. The resident inspector further noticed that no i

'QA personnel were present to witness the performance of
these steps. Because the inspector had insufficient time
and because the applicant's documentation was not yet
complete, it was unclear as to whether a violation had

i
taken place. Therefore, this concern was made an -

unresolved item. I

Recently, documentation was made available that more
clearly explained this issue. The applicant explained that <

the termination of the testing was documented in the test ;

log, and thct the termination occurred prior to reaching ,

the QA hold point. Furthermore, the steps taken to restore |,

the plant to its normal status were taken to protect
equipment as well as to restore the plant. The applicant i
also stated that the purpose of performing the restoration '

steps was clearly documented in the test deficiency report ;

(TDR). In conclusion, the applicant stated that there was -

no violation of the intent of any procedure involving QA :

hold poirtn. .

However, the app 1,1 cant did identify a violation of Test >

Department Administration (TDA) Procedure 303, " Conduct of '

Testing," that involved the restoration of the plant.
,

TDA-303 requires that if existing steps in a procedure are
to be performed as part of plant restoration, the STE is to <

copy the pages that contain the steps and stamp them '

" official Test copy." The restoration steps which are
performed will be signed on these pages and these pages
will be maintained with the test package. Contrary to
these instructions, this was not done. A TDR was written
to reflect this violation.

_. . . - . . .-. . . _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ .- _ -. . _- - _ _ . _-- - - . -_
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!The applicant has addressed this violation by revising i
TDA-303 to make it clearer and by conducting training on

|this topic. Furthermore, the applicant has determined that i

this violation had no impact on the test results.
1
i

Th inspector has concluded that no violation of a QA hold I

point occurred. Therefore, this unresolved item is closed. |However, the applicant's failure to follow procedure in i

performing the restoration is a violation of 10 CFR 50, l
Appendix B, Criterion V. This violation (NCV 445/ {8972-V-01) was discovered and corrected by the applf ant |
prior to the NRC's review of the test results. A Notice of )violation for this violation is not being issued because

|

the criteria of section V.G.1 of the NRC's Enforcement !
Policy have been met. Therefore, this violation is closed.

{
One violation (non-cited) was identified. I

b. (Closed) Open Item (445/8945-o-03): " Diesel Generator
Alarm Panel Windows Need to Have Rows and Columns !Numbered." This item stenmed from a resident inspector's !

observation that the diesel generator alarm panels (DGAPs) !for both the Train A and Train B diesel generators did not !
have the rows and columna numbered. This discrepancy was ;

of concern because the diesel generator alarm response |procedures are indexed according to the row and column
numbers. This ensures that the diesel operator can rapidly |find the appropriate response procedura.

|

The applicant responded to this concern by numbering the
rows and columns. The resident inspector has seen the

,labeling and is satisfied with its design. This item is ;closed. '

!
c. (closed) Unresolved Item (445/8917-U-07): " Failure to s

Identify Root Causes for Multiple Inverter Failures Duri14g
Preoperational Testing." This item arose from the resident
inspector's observation that during the course of testing
the Westinghouse inverters, numerous component failures
occurred which interrupted testing. The inspector was

.

concerned because the faulted components were replaced -

without attempting to determine the cause of failure. t

The applicant's response to this issue concluded that the
component failures were isclated occurrences. This
conclurion was based on the following:

No one failure was identical to any other failure;.

i.e., inverter IV1PC2 experienced a "C" capacitor
failure. Inverter IVlPC3 failed once due to the "10C" -

capacitor, and once due to the "I SCR" diode.

,

e.,,ea, , , - -,--,---e ,,.,,,....n., _- ___ _ _ _ _ -
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. Inverter IV1PC4 failed to trip on overload due to an
!

improper timer adjustment.
)
,

None of the failures reoccurred during post-work l
.

. retesting. |

!

The inverter preoperational test was successfully |.

completed. i
'

1

The applicant did state that more could have been done at
the time of the failures to determine their cause. To 3v

'c4 emphasize the importance of this, the startup organization-

mknagement has provided training to supervisory personnel
to increase their sensitivity to the need for performing

'

j' root cause analyses in the case of multiple failures. ;

1

| The inspector is satirfied with the manner in which the
| applicant addressed this issue. The inspector finds no
I basis for a violation. This item is closed.

'

d. (closed) op+n Item (445/8884-0-02): " Safety System
|, InoperLbb; I:dication (SSII) ." This item resulted from the :

1 inspectuc*n obserystions that the control room operators ;

|' were not knowledgeable concerning the Safety. System ;

L., Inoperable Indication and were not aware of any procedures
'

L which addresred the SSII. In addition, during
'

preoperational testing, the shift test engineers were
initiating temporary procedure enanges to include the SSII

L functions into the preoperational t71ts. There did not
; appear to be a method for determining that all functions
1: had'been tested.

The inspector. verified that the Test Matrix "l-8300
Annunciatcrs" includes verification that all SSII alarms t

had been tested. The data sheets include the testing of ;

the actuation signals. The inspector also verified that an
I alarm response procedure has been approved and issued which

specifies the cause of SSII alarms and the action raquired.
The Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) Tracking Log
Procedure "ODA-308" includes the requirement to manually
actuate the SSII panel alarm for those cases where
automatic actuation does not occur. ,

The applicant has stated that the operators have been
trained on the operation of the SSII. In addition, the
applicant has committed to include SSII training in
requalification cycle 90-5. This item is considered
closed.

e. (Closed) Open Item (445 0852-0-02): " Technical
Specification Referencc for Departure from Nucleate Boiling
Power Ratio Margin." This item originated because,

1:

4
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although the source of the margin was identified in the !
basis of the second dre.ft version of the Technical !
Specification for CPSES Unit 1, the NRC staff approval of |
the.use of this margin was not referenced as stated in the

,SER (NUREG-0797) dated July 1981, Section 4.4.1. ;

;

The NRC staff has reviewed and approved the use of the
,

margin and has determined that it is no longer necessary to -

reference'the approval in the basis of the Technical -

Specification. This item is considered closed. t

f. (closed) Open Item (445/8601-0-06): " Surveillance
Procedures Unavailable for Review." This item originated -

because two surveillance procedures, EGT-770A, " Integrated
Safety Injection / Loss of Offsite Power Test, Train A," and i

EGT-771A, " Integrated Safety Injection / Loss of Offsite t

Power Test, Train B," were unavtilable for inspector review
because they had tot yet been lasued. Furthermore, ,

! Section 2.0 of surveillance Procedure OPT-208A could not be
understood because of typographical errors. '

o
The applicant responded to this by correcting the errors in

L OPT-203A and by issuing EGT-770A and EGT-771A. During the
current inspection r+riod, the inspector confirmed the

L completion of these actions but did not review these
procedures in detail. Instead, these procedures are
subject to review during the'NRC's inspection of the

E implementation of the surveillance test program. That ,

[ inspection is scheduled to take place during the first sixt
-

| months of plant operation. This item is closed.

g. (Closed) Unresolved Item (445/8431-U-09). " Procedures Do
Not Address Turnover Prerequisites." This item involved an
NRC inspector's observation that Engineering Department !

| Administrative (EDA) procedures and Station' Administration i
h (STA) procedures did not address the prerequisites for the
L turnover of installed modifications to operations. The
L prerequisites of interest involve the following areas:
I :

Drawing updates..

1 Procedure revisions..

|' Training..

L Test deficiency resolution..

L Spare parts considerations..

During the current inspection period, the resident
inspector reviewed the applicant's procedure that governs

| the design modification process, STA-716, Revision 3,
L "DesJ.;n Modification Process. " In his review, the

,

j inspector verified that all five areas listed above were
addressed.

[7 .i.

3
4

b 7,'"
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Although the procedures that were originally reviewed were ,

found to be deficient in addressing the five areas listed '

above, the inspector can find no basis for a violation. ;,.

This, plus the fact that all installed hardware has been
the subject of an intense design validation in accordance
with the applicant's corrective Action Program, leads the

.

inspector.to conclude that this unresolved item is no
longer an issue. Therefore, this item is closed.

3. Follow-up on Violations / Deviations (92702)

a. (closed) Violation (445/8937-V-04): " Failure to Document a
Deficiency During Testing." This violation occurred during l

the performance of the Rer..ote Shutdown capability and Lossi

| of Control Room Habitability tests. During the portions of >

these tests in which the residual heat removal (RHR) systeml

'
was being aligned for cooldown, the inspector noticed an
apparent RHR valve misalignment. The misalignment was
evident in that an RHR pump suction misalignment alarm was
received in the control room during the process of aligning
the RHR valves. This particular alarm indicated that, i
simultaneously, the refueling water" storage tank (RWST) '

suction valve (1-8812A) and at least one of the No. 1 loop
hot leg valves (1-8701A and 1-8701B) were not fully closed.

.

After the test was completed. the inspector noticed that '

p the shift supervisor and the shift test engineer (STE)

L discussed the problem; the shift supervisor told the STE
that the operators had experienced some problems operating

,

the valves but they had corrected the problems. At this *

. point, the STE should have written a test deficiency report
(TDR) to identify the discrepancy and to initiate further
tschnical evaluation and resolution.

| The applicant addressed this violation in a July 31, 1989,

| 1etter (TXX-89468) to the NRC. The applicant stated that
! the valve misalignment occurred as a result of a communica-

tions misunderstanding among operations personnel and that
the misalignmant was discussed at the 'ritique following
test completion. It was at that time that the STE first
learned details of the problem. The applicant's response
further states that the SIE believed the problem had been
resolved by the operations personnel because of three.

reasons:

The misalignment was noticed immediately..

* The problem was promptly corrected..

The problem was documented in the operation log..

Furthermore, the STE felt that the da.acrepancy had no
impact on the test objective. Therefore, the STE did not

,

initiate a TDR.

w. _w w ._ _ . , - . - - - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The applicant has taken three steps as corrective action. !

First, a TDR was issued to document the misalignment; the '

disposition of this TDR included an ovaluation that-

determined that the misalignment did not affect the test .

results. Second, the STE has been counseled by his
supervisor concerning procedure compliance, especially the

.

!

need to document test deficiencies. Third, a plant
incident report (PIR) was issued by the Operations
Department to document the misalignment. This PIR was
closed after determining that there was no physical impact
to the plant as a result of the misalignment. t

In addition to the short-term corrective actions outlined
above, the applicant has taken steps to ensure long-term ;

compliance with procedures and to ensure sensitivity to the
L need to document deficiencies. These actions involve: >

A workshop training session for senior licensed.

operators. j

Enhancement of the licensed operator training program. >

to prevent a similar valve misalignment. '

Additional guidance for procedure changes involving '
.

plant systems.

The inspector is satisfied with the applicant's resolution '

of this matter. This item is closed.

! b. (closed) violation (445/8924-V-01): " Failure to Follow
Procedures." This violation consisted of four separate
examples of failing to follow procedures. The applicant's
response addressed the reasons for each example, the

| immediate corrective action taken, and the corrective i
actions to.be taken to avoid further violations. tI

L

! The applicant's response stated that no one reason common
to all four specific examples could be found. However, the

'

L applicant did state that a potentially generic problem with
L

-

procedural noncompliance and sensitivity to documenting -

deficient conditions did exist. The corrective actions
that were taken to prevent further procedural violations,

t

| were described in detail. They were divided into two
i sections; one section for the three exampler that involved

preoperational testing, and one section for the one example
that involved the operations department.

As long term corrective actions for the examples related to
preoperational tess'ng, the applicant has required all STEs
and g/oup lead engineers to read the Notice of Violation
(NOV) and the response to it. Furthermore these individ-
uals were required to review TDA-303, " Conduct of Testing "

J

. ..., - - . . . _ , _ . . . . . _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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This review is documented in the startup department train- ;
ing records. In addition, those personnel who were
directly involved in any of the three preoperational
test-related examples were counseled by startup management
on the.importance of complying with TDA-303.

.

For the one example that involved the operations
department, the manager of operations has met with the
operating cree involved and has counseled the crew on '

procedure usage and compliance. Furthermore, ODA-407, '

" Guideline on Use of Procedures" was changed to emphasize
the need for strictly adhering to the rule that all

,

procedural steps are to be performed in sequence except as,.

allowed by ODA-407, the Emergency Operating Procedure rules
of usage, or shift supervisor approval and documentation.
Finally, the shift operations manager has developed and

'

| implemented an action plan to reduce the number of operator i
'

errors. This action plan includes discussions, workshops, "

and critique sessions.

l subsequent to this violation being identified, the
applicant identified'other instances of procedural
. noncompliance and lack of sensitivity to the docustntation
of deficiencies. Therefore, the applicant has takea ,

mensures over and above those previously described. These
measures include-i

The vice president of Nuclear Operations (VP-NO) hah'

' directed that a workshop be developed and administered
by Nuclear Operations departmental managers to their i

respective supervisors. The workshop curriculum is to
be approved by the VP-NO. The curriculum is to *

address the following areas:

| (1) A discussion of tnis violation.
|

| (2) An emphasis on procadural compliance in all

|
areas.

(3) The documentation of deficient conditions.

The workshop curriculum is to be administered by the
L supervisor to each employee reporting to him/her. The

|
'

plant evaluation manager will incorporate these and similar
events concerning procedural compliance into a " lessons
learned" documentary training film. This film will be
viewed by Nuclear Operations personnel who are subject to
procedural compliance.

The inspector is satisfied with the applicant's method of
addressing this violation. Therefore, this item is closed.

. ._ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _- _ _ _ _ , _. .
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c. (Closed) Deviation (445/8601-D-04): Deviation in AFW !
"'

'

Preoperational Testing." This deviation involved the
applicant's failure to preoperationally test the auxiliary

I feedwater (AFW) pumps in accordanc2 with FSAR cormnitments.
L Essentially, the FSAR requires that the AFW system be ;
'

capable of supplying the minimum required flow to at least '

two steam generators against a back pressure equivalent to !
the accumulation pressure of the lowest set main steam !
safety valve plus the system friction and static loses. '

The applicant deviated from this commitment in that the !

preoperational tests conducted in 1986 on the AFW system
? failed to test the AFW pumps agalast a back pressure

determined from the main steam safety valve accumulation -

pressure. Instead, the back pressure war determined from
the steam safety valve set point pressure. This resulted -

in a less conservative (36 psi reduction) back pressure
during the testing. As a consequence, the pump capacity ,

data recorded in the preoperational test packages was -

incorrect for the maximum back pressure test. This :
deviation was identified by the NRC during a follcw-up '

inspection in connection stith a potential 10 CFR 50.55(e)
reportable deficiency with tha turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump.

The applicant explained the cause of the deviation by >

stating that the deviation resulted from incompletely
documenting accident analysis assumptions in the FSAR.
Basically, the FSAR acceptance criteria did not consider
.the 3% accunulation. Therefore, because the acceptance
criteria for the preoperational test procedures were based
on the acceptance criteria in the FSAR, the preoperational
test procedure was rendered incorrect.

The applicant has corrected this deficiency by revising the
FSAR to correctly document the appropriate acceptance
criteria for the hydraulic performance of each AFW pump.
Furthermore, the app'icant has reperformed the AFW
precperational tests. Those tests demonstrated that tne
hydraulic. performance of ecch .TFW pump meets the ,

appropriate acceptance criteria.

The inspector is satisfied with the applicant's resolution
of this issue. This deviation is closed. -

4. In-Office Review of Event Reports (10 CFR Part 50.55[e]) (90712)

The inspector reviewed Significant Deficiency Analysis Reports
.(SDARs) to determine if additional reactive inspection effort or
other NRC response is warranted, if corrective action discussed
in the applicant's report appears appropriate, if the
information satisfies reporting requirements, if generic issues

.

4
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are present, . if the eve'it is appropriate for classification as !
an abnormal occurrence pursuant to Section 209 o' the Energy' '

Reorganization Act of 1974, and if the event is appropriate for
J) licensing board, appeal panel, or cormnission notification.

;

!
The following SDARs were determined not to warrant additional '

NRC action and are considered closed:

CP-89-002, "IMO Delaval Fuel Injection Pump," (Units 1
and 2)

,

,

CP-89-004, " Auxiliary Fecdwater Flow Orifice," (Units 1
and 2) '

5. Onsite Follow -up' of Event Reports (10 CFR Part 50.55(e) (92700)
~

t,,

(Closed) Construction Deficiency (SDAR CP-88-32): " Chemical !

Volume and control System (CVCS) Suction Stabilizer." This
deficiency involved the potential for nitrogen or hydrogen
binding of the charging pumps and/or gas intrusion into the
reactor coolant system (RCS) from the positive displacement
charging pump (PDP) suction stabilizer gas supply.

This item had remained open pending NRC review of the i

applicant's safety evaluation and consideration of this event ina ,

opnrations procedures. The NRC has completed its review of the
safety evaluation and determined it is acceptable provided
cperating procedures adequately address the possibility of gas

'
intrusion. The inspector reviewed Abnormal Conditions
Procedure ABN-105A, Revision 3, datM September 15, 1989, and
determined that the procedure had been revised to adequately
describe ~ required operator actions to mitigate this event. In
addition, every licensed operator will be required to review the
revised procedure. This item is considered closed.

6. Evaluation of Applicant's Self-Assessment Ccpability (40500) '

,

a. Review of Operations Review Committee (ORC)

The inspector attended a meeting of the ORC, reviewed ORC
meeting minutes for the last year, and reviewed the ORC
Manual. As a result of these inspection activities, the
following observations were mader

I

ORC members met the experience and education.

requirements of the Technical Specifications. While
the cormnittee has no expert in metallurgy, the
engineering services staff provides advice in this
area.

The ORC was functioning well, advising the executive.

vice president, Nuclear Operations, and implerenting

.

1

4
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its responsibilities as described in the Technical
| Specifications. The committee was proactive,
! functioning in a manner which exceeded Technical
| Specification requirements. For example, plant tours
' were often scheduled for *.he day prior to the ORC

meeting. During these tours, conunittee members I

visited plant areas of interest, interviewed plant
staff, and received briefings on topics of interest by i
plant staff members. i

o

Daring the ORC meeting, the depth of review of topicsL .-
1 discussed was appropriate. Member participation was

excellent with many questions asked. Members appeared
to take their responsibility seriously and they '

appeared to have nuclear se.fety as a top priority.
,

t

Frequency of ORC meetings exceeded Technical '
.

Specification requirements with six meetings conducted !

between September 20, 1988, and September 19, 1989.
Subcommittees had been established for special
projects. Subcommitcee charters were established and
activity reports were made to the ORC.

!

Open items wore discussed in each ORC meeting. The.

ORC secretary maintained a tracking system for open
items.

Several minor discrepancies were identified in the ORC.

Manual, Revision 13. The inspector discussed these
with the ORC secretary who indicated that the
discrepancies would be corrected through ORC Manual
revision.

b. Review of Station Operations Review Committee (SORC).
,

The inspector attended a meeting of the SORC, reviewed SORC
meeting minutes for the last six months, and reviewed STA
Procedure 401, Revision 16, " Station Operations Review '

Committee." The following observations were made

SORC members meet the experience and educational,, .

requirements specified in Technical Specifications.

The SORC members addressed activities that were listed.
,

in STA-401. The chairman maintained a proactive
,

atmosphere that allowed for a free exchange of ideas
~

and opinions.

The chairman ensured that the items listed on the SORC.

agenda were addressed as scheduled.

The depth of discussion appeared appropriate..

,

: 7
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The frequency of SORC meetings exceeded thet called ".

for by Technical Specifications.
'

The SORC minutes were clearly written. Reviews of.

various SORC minutes indicated that open items are
being tracked adequately.

No violations or deviations were identified.
'

,

7. Review of Overall Startup Test Program (72400)

The inspector reviewed Procedure STA-608, " Control of Measuring
and Test Equipment." This procedure contained provisions for
the following:

Maintaining a listing of controlled test equipment. !.

Maintaining a listing of the calibration requirements for.

each piece of equipment. '

Maintaining a calibration history for each piece of test.

equipment.

' Controlling the storage and issuance of equipment toi .

preclude the issuance or use of equipment which has not .

| been. calibrated within the spe:ified interval.
1

Five pieces of measuring or test equipment listed in initial t

startup (ISU) procedures were selected for records rcview. Two
of these were not held bj the instrumentation and controls
department (Markson Scientific Stopwatch, Model 16575 and Fluke
Digital Thermometer Mode.1 8020A). The records vaule contained
calibration records for the following:

i
Fluke Model 8600 Digital Voltmeter (IC-1711). ;.

King Model 0604 Temperature Calibrator (IC-1613)..

Exact Model 338 Ramp Function Generator (IC-20ll)..

The inspector examined the King Temperature Calibrator to verity
that it was stored under appropriate conditions, was retriev-
able, and had a calibration sticker attached. Review of
calibration records for this igstrument gndicated that it was
calibrated over a range of 120 F to 1000 F. Howeger,
Procedure ISU-007A called for it to be used at 32 F. The
inspector discussed this discrepancy and the discrepancy
involving the two pieces of equipment listed in ICU procedures
but not held, with the applicant's ISU manager. Thc applicant's
representative stated that availability and applicability of
M&TE listed in ISU procedures would be reviewed prior to
commencement of ISU terting.

. . _ . . _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ - ._ --
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At the time of this inspection, Procedure STA-818, " Conduct of |
Initial Startup Testing." and the startup testing matrices had
not yet been approved and issued. This inspection effort will
be continued in a subsequent inspection period.

1

No violations or deviations were identified.
8. TMI Action Items (SIMS)* (25401. 25565)

*The Safety Issue Management System (SIMS) tracking number is
the sa.tv3 as the TMI A : tion Item number.

a. (Closed) TMI Action Item I.C.7: " Westinghouse review of
Low Power Test Procedures, Power Ascension Procedures, and
Emergency Procedures." The inspector verified that
Westinghouse reviewed the emergency procedures. In ;

addition, a Westinghouse representative is a member of the
Joint Test Group and the Test Review Group which review the
low power test and power ascension procedures. This item,

' is considered closed.

b. (Closed) TMI Action Item II.D.3.1, " Direct Indication of
'

| Relief and Safety Valve Position." This item requires the
i reactor coolant system relief and safety valves to be .

provided with a pocitive position indication in the control
room. This indication must be derived from a reliable <

| valve position detection device or fram a reliable
| indication of flow in the discharge pipe. This item had

remained open pending the inspector's review of
preoperational test documentation to determine if the
indicating system had been adequately tested and
calibrated.

(i During this inspection period, the inspector completed his
review of this documentation. The inspector is satisfied,

| that all requirements for this item have been met. This '

: item is now closed.
!

c. (Closed) TMI Action Item II.F.1.3: " Containment High Range *

Monitor." As stated in NRC Inspection Report 50-445/89-24;
50-446/89-24, this item remained open pending inspector
verification that the monitor range is 1R/hr to lE7 R/hr
Gamma. The inspector reviewed Procedure INC-7079A,
" Channel Calibration for containment High Range Radiation
Monitor Channels 1-RE-6290A and 1-RE-6290B," Pevision 2.
This procedure calibrates the monitors from 1 R/br to
lE8 R/hr. Since this range exceeds the specified range,
this item is considered closed.

d. (Closed) TMI Action Items II.F.2.1.A and II.F.2.3:
" Instrumentation for Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling."'

'

This item remained open pending NP.C review of the

- _ -. - ____ . . _ . . - __ __ __ ___ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _
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applicant's letter dated January 22, 1988. The NRC has. , '

. completed this review and accepted the deviations .

identified in the letter. This review will Se documented '

in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluat4on Report
(SER).,

Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report (SSER)21 stated that
the NRC staff will verify completion of the installation
and preoperational testing of the Heated Junction
Thermocu.ple (HJTC) probes. The inspector verified that
the HJTC probes were inatalled and successfully tested.

* The inspector had no further questions concerning this item
and it is considered closed.

9. Initial Puel Loadina Procedure Review (72500) -

;

The NRC inspector comenced a review of Procedure ISU-001A, ,

" Initial Fuel Load Sequence," Revision 3. This review is to
'

datermine if the requirements, comitments, and guidelines of '
-

the following. documents arc satisfied by the procedure

Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 14., .

Technical Specifications, Section 3.9.L .

Regulatory Guide 1.68..

NRC Manual Chapter 72500..

,

1 Since the RFO series procedures which are referenced in ISU-001A
L were in the process of being revised and updated, this
'

inspection effort was not completed.
|

No violations or deviations were identified. This inspection
effort will be continued in the next inspection period.

| 10. Alleoation Follow-up (99014) '

|

|- (Closed) Allegation (OSP-89-A-15): During this inspection
| period, the inspector to110wed-up on a former Brown ar4d Root

(B&R) employee's allegation involving the preoperational test
program.- Essentially, his allegation was that he was chosen for
layoff because he had refused to land a conductor on a
safety-related cable without having proper work controls
(instructions). Although he submitted his concerns to SAFETEAM,
he indicated to the NRC that he wanted his concerns handled as
an allegation.

SAFETEAM addressed the allegation by splitting it into two basic
concerns. The first concern dealt exclusively with answering
the question as to why the alleger was chosen to be laid off
from the Electrical Test Grcup (ETG) in April of 1989 The.

second concern dealt with answering the question as to whether

-- . - - - . -. . .- .. .. _-.
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the alleger was ask?d to violate procedures by the STE to whom
he was then assigr.ed. :

SAFETEAM investigated the first concern and received a response ,'from the vice president of Nuclee.r Operations (VP-NO). The
VP-No atated that TU Electric management had no knowledge of any
(BER) personnel that were laid cff from the startup organization
during the period of time identified by the alleger. The VP-NO
further clarified this by stating that several ETG personnel
were returned to the B&R construction organization for
reassignment because they were no longer needed by the startup
organization. These personnel were given the option to take a
voluntary reduction-of-force rather than be transferred to *.he
construction organization. The alleger clected to be laid eff.

In addressing the second concern, SAFETEAM requested assintance
; from TU Electric's corporate security organization and from the
L VP-No. The response to SAFETEAM's request dealt solely with the !
L alleger's contention that he was asked, by the STE to whom he
|i was assigned, to land a lead without appropriate paperwork.

,

Essentially, the response explained that the manager of the
| startup organization disagrees with the alleger's contention.

The response clarifjed this by stating that the alleger has a
'

misunderstanding as to the methods and procedures under which
,

the startrp organization performs its function. The response
further clarified this by outlining a detailed sequence ofi

! events. Basically, the S'DC was performing th6 Turbine-Drivar
1 Auxiliary Feedwater (TDAFW) Functional Test, 1CP-PT-3703 erT,
L when he encountered a red indicating lamp that was not function-

ing properly. .The STE stopped the test in accordance with
TDA 303, " Conduct of Testing," and initiated a TDR that

I documented the deficiency. The corrective action called for by
the TDR was to troubleshoot the circuit to determine the cause
of the problem. This course of action was approved by the
startup organization's managenent in accordance with TDA-306,
" Control of Deficiencies and NCRs." The cause of the problem
was determined to be a lif ted and taped lead in the turbine-
local control panel. This panel had previously been downgraded
to a nonsafety-related classification, and the safety-related
functions had been removed. The STE was well aware of this
downgrading and thus directed the alleger to reland tne

e conductor in accordance with drawing El-0037-46, Kevision CP-2.
X He also directed the alleger to perform an EE-20, " Continuity,

and Termination Verification Prerequisite Test," to test the'

circuit. The alleger refused to perform these actions because
he wanted a work package or traveler. The alleger was informed
that a work package or traveler was not needed because the
startup organization had custody of the system. The alleger
still refused to land the ler1. Therefore, because hot
functional testing was in progress, and because the system was
needed, the STE elected, at his option per STA 813, " Control of

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ --_ _ .- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ . _ . _ _~_ _ _ _ _
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Work on Systems and Components Under Startup Custody" and
CP-SA?-6, " Control of Work on Station Components after F.elease
from Construction to Startup," to prepare a construction
traveler- and to have the construction organization perform the
work.

In r:ummarizing their response to SAFETEAM, TU Electric contended
thet no direction vas given by the STE to violate any procedure
used in the startup program. The response also made it clear
that the s11eger had received indoctrination into the werkings
of the stortup program and had attested to understanding startup !

orocedures by signing form TRA-311-5. Therefore, TU Electric
concluded that the alleger should have been aware of the startup +

crganization's methods and requirements.

After completing the investigation and subsequent closecut of
this allegation, CAPETEAM sent the alleger a letter detailing
these conclusions. Basically, SAFETEAM has concluded that the
alleger's concerns are without merit; however, the alleger has
been given'the opportunity te respond to these findings if he so ;
chooses. '

The inspector reviewed the manner in which the allegation was
' add.essed. He is satisfied the.t there was no attempt to force a
procedural viciation, and that the alleger opted to quit instead

i

of accepting reassignment to the construction organization. i

This item is closed.
,

11. Safety Evaluation Report (SER) Review and Follos-up (92719)

The SER in Section 4.2.3'noted a problem with spacer grida.
damage in Westinghouse plants. .The inspector verified that
the Station Refueling Manual, Piscedure RFO-302, " Handling
of Fuel Assemblies," Revision 4, Section 6.13, contains
appropriate instructions to minimizo the possibility of
fuel damage due to grid-to-grid interaction. The inspector
had no.further questions concerning this issue.

i b. The SER in Section 7.3.2.1 noted that the applicant
| committed to perform a preoperational test to verify that
i the reset of a high containment radiation signal will not

cause the failure of a safety injection signal to initiate
a containment ventilation system isolation. The inspector
verified that ICP-PT-64-02 SFT, " Reactor Protection System

L operational Checks," Revisio' 0, contains the identified
test. The inspector ccnclud_' that this provides
reasonable assurance that tha test would be performed and

| had no further questions concerning this issue,

c. The SER in Chapter 22, Section I.A.2.3 states that the
inspection staff will verify that all permanent members of
the station staff who teach systems, integrated responses,
transients, and simulator courses are certified by either|

1,
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demonstrating their senior reactor operator qualifications
p or by successfully completing an instructor certification

program. The inspector reviewed the resumes of the
training staff and verified that this commitment has been
met. The inspector had no further questions concerning
this issue.

12. Plant Tours f71302)

The inspectors conducted numerous plant tours during tnis
inspection period. These tours provided ccverage during normal,
off-normal, and backshift working hours. NRC inspection
activities included reviewing work documentation, witnessing
ongoing work activities, discussing plant status with plant
management, observing and interviewing shift operations
personnel, determining the status of Units 1 and 2 equipment lay
up, observing housekeeping activities, and inspecting for
general safety compliance.

To rupport these activities, NRC inspectors attended plan-of-
the-day meetings, discussed plant status with operations
mersonnel, and attended meetings dealing with the scheduled
Unit i fuel load.

While observing a test run of an emergency diesel generatur on
September 21, 1989, the inspector observed that both the
operator aid posted on the diesel control panol and the diesel
generator log sheet were outdated. These were corrected prior
to the subsequent test runs of the emergency diesel generatcr.
Applicant representatives stated that other operator aids would
be revicwed for current status and methods would be implemented
to assure that operator aids and log sheets are maintained
current.

During a review of the Lessons Learned Notebook in the control
room on September 20, 1989, the inspector noted that a temporary
modification was installed on the instrument sir system. This
temporary modification was recorded as Startup Temporary
Modification 3923. Tnic modification had not been reviewed and
approved as required by Section 6.1.E of Procedure STA-602 or
Section 6.3.4 of Procedure STA-802. These procedures, covering
temporary modifications, and systems turnover to Operations,
respectively, require that any temporary modifications which
remain installed after system turnover from Startup to
Operations must have a technical review and approval of the
Operations manager. The instrument air system had been turned
over to operations on September 16, 1989. This is an apparent
violation of procedural requirements for temporary modifications
(445/8972-V-02). Applicant representatives initiated Deficiency
Report (DR) P-89-1881 after being informed of this discrepancy
by the inspector.
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13. Exit Meetins (30703) :

An exit meeting was conducted on October 3, 1989, with the
applicant's representatives identified in paragraph 1 of this
report. No written material was provided to the applicant by
.the inspectors during this reporting period. The applicant did !

not identify as proprietary any of the materials provided to or
reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection. Dttring this
meeting, the NRC inspectors summarized the scope and findings of
the inspection. '
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